






DC-645e e tandem, the remote care 
solution.
The DC-645e, with e tandem remote 
service system, continually records data 
relating to the machine function and 
usage. Through an internet connection 
this sophisticated technology transmits a 
notification report of the error messages 
from the machine often in advance of it 
being detected by the operator, directly 
to Duplo’s support specialist team. Then 
it is possible, after discussion with our 
service team to validate the nature of the 
problem, to take immediate remedial 
action or to identify the need of onsite 
intervention with the optimum level of 
urgency. Our technicians armed with this 
level of information will be able to arrive 
on site with the right parts to get your 

as possible. This remote monitoring also 
allows analysis of the production levels 
of the machine (since the last visit) and 
enables automatic planning for ordering 

necessary preventive maintenance visits. 

not stop at technical diagnosis, it also 
provides reports giving detailed analysis 

operator training is necessary.  

Duplo Integrated Folding System

is a range of 5 modules purpose built 

the DC-645. In addition to the current 
available features of cutting, creasing 
and perforating, you can now fully finish 
different applications from offset or 
digital presses such as greeting cards, CD 
covers, small ‘tent’ cards, brochures and 

The core module of the range is a folder 
that includes two folding knives, allowing 
7 common fold patterns for heavyweight 
sheets without toner cracking, typical 
problems for conventional buckle type 
sheet folders.

two high capacity stackers and a cross-

printed applications to be sorted to the 

folded stacked cards

Common fold patterns

C (letter) Z Closed gate*

*1 (crease and manual fold for jobs with >2 folds)

Double parallel



Duplo integrated folding system: 
typical configurations

Typically this configuration is used for 
transporting and synchronising items 
between other modules. This making 
the system more efficient and creating 

When the Cross Conveyor is used 
before the folder, jobs that have been 

orientated correctly for the Folder.

When the Cross Conveyor is used after 
the folder, jobs that have been creased 

turned sideways and collected in one 

photobook pages or direct mail.

The last two modules are stackers and 
are located at the end of the system. 
They enable a job such as postcards or 
business cards to be cut and stacked 
without needing the system to stop for 
unloading, increasing efficiency.
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Typical configurations of the DIFS include: 

DC-645 Multifinisher+DC-SC1 Conveyor+DC-F1 Folder+Stacker

DC-645 Multifinisher+DC-CC1 Cross Conveyor +DCF1 Folder+Stacker

DC-645 Multifinisher+DC-SC1 Conveyor+DC-F1 Folder+DC-CC1 Cross Conveyor+Stacker

DC-645 Multifinisher+DC-CC1 Cross Conveyor+Stacker

DC-645 Multifinisher+Stacker

Available modules include:
DC-F1 Folder

DC-CC1 Cross Conveyor



Specification
Input paper size min: 210 mm wide × 210 mm long

Input paper size max: 370 mm wide × 650 mm long

Input paper weight min: 

subject to paper curl

Input paper weight max: 

subject to crease pressure 

Number:

Side Trim Accuracy: Programmable 0.1mm steps, 
minimum 3mm

Tolerance:
width of 370 mm

Number:

Maximum programmable: 15 cuts

Lead edge trim:

Trail edge trim:

Accuracy: Programmable to 0.1 mm steps

Tolerance:
length of 650 mm

Maximum size:

Minimum size:

Speed: 45 sheets/min

Number:
paper direction

Maximum Programmable: 10 creases, minimum distance 
to first crease 85mm

Accuracy: Programmable to 0.1 mm 
steps

Tolerance:
length of 650 mm

Number:

Slitter Accuracy: Programmable 0.1mm steps

Tolerance:
width of 370 mm

Finished paper size min:
× 85mm long (85mm is in feed 
direction)

Power supply voltage:

Power supply current:

Dimensions (W × D × H): 750mm × 2240mm × 1115mm

Weight:

Side Trimmers

Cross Knife Trimmer

Integrated Folding System

Slitters

Creaser

Duplo International Limited

ukmarketing@duplointernational.com  - www.duplouk.com 

Duplo is a trade mark of the Duplo Corporation.
Duplo has a policy of continuous improvement and 
reserves the right to amend the above specifications 
without prior notice.

Production rates are based on optimal operating conditions 
and may vary depending upon stock and environmental 

program, specifications are subject to change without notice.

Paper Weight: 110-350gsm

Folds Programmable to 0.1 mm steps

Fold Patterns:
length of 650 mm


